With a cycle time of only 1-2 seconds, this is one of the best options available for semi-automatic rivet installation. Combined with low operator fatigue and a quick magazine reload time, you can dramatically increase production over conventional riveting tools.

The Raw Facts:
Model # RK-753™ (Quickriveter)
- Weight - 2.37 lbs.
- 1-2 second cycle time
- 10-15 second reload time
- 3/32" - 3/16" rivets
- No wasted mandrels!
- Low operator fatigue

Rivets
The RK-753 uses special rivets, machine loaded onto a disposable paper strip. Although these rivets do not provide the same level of fastening strength as a standard rivet, they compensate for that with a low profile and ease of installation.

The Quickriveting® Advantage
The Quickriveting® system is all about speed. You can install rivets as fast as the nose of the tool can find the next hole. With the handheld portion weighing in at only 2.37 lbs. and sporting a comfortable pistol grip, you can install rivets for hours while experiencing little fatigue when compared with other standard rivet tools.

Ready?
If you are involved in the semi or full production riveting of light to medium duty components, you should really give the RK-753 Quickriveting® tool a serious look. It’s proven technology that can save you both time and money.

Please contact us directly so we can help you determine if this tool is right for your application. If this tool fits your needs we would be happy to setup a demonstration at your facility and test it on your parts.

JHP Fasteners, Inc.
3721 Northridge Dr. NW, Ste. 40
Walker, Mi. 49544
Phone: 800.783.0910
Email: sales@jhpfasteners.com
www.JHPFasteners.com